The physical form and pattern of built environment in a city is the outcome of prevalent planning and design standards and building regulations. Many common issues of built environment are the consequence of existing building regulations in that settlement as building regulations are borrowed from other cities and adopted from one place to another across the country. Building regulations are mostly specified for various uses and apply to the particular size of a plot in India, generally, irrespective of the shape and topography of the plot. As a result, often while complying with the provisions of one regulation will lead to noncompliance of provisions of other regulations. This further aggravates the problems of noncompliance with the existing building regulations and often results in unauthorized development and enormous environmental impacts. An attempt is made to understand different issues associated with building regulations of Shimla. Further, the effects of plot proportions on the compliance of building regulations are also studied in the case of Shimla, being the largest hilltop town of northern India on ecologically sensitive topography.
Building regulations: an overview
Building regulations are formulated and enforced with an aim to protect public health, safety, and general welfare, and the environment. Presently, these are the means by which development authorities can control the use of available land resources, buildings, infrastructure facilities to ensure proper spatial organization and environmental protection in the city (Ley, 2000) . These also provide the necessary framework and statutory regulations for planning, design and construction of buildings and associated works, provisions for rendering safety of dangerous buildings and lands, and provision for matters connected to enforcement and approval authority (Gann et al., 1998; Hui, 2001) . Built environment of an area is an outcome of enforced building regulations and thus, determine the pattern, built form, and character of a city.
In general, building regulations that are enforced in different countries/states/cities can be classified as, prescriptive building regulations and performance-based building regulations. Prescriptive building regulations are the oldest type of modern building regulations, which have their origin in the nineteenth century, and are simplest in terms of understanding, adoption, implementation and inspection/-monitoring. These regulations focus on regulating the development through various legislated regulations related to volume, height, size, material specifications for building components and sometimes building aesthetics (ASCI, 2011) . Different prescriptive building regulations are based on use/functional requirement of plot/area/zone as mentioned in the master plan or development plan. These rules can be enforced either at town level or zone/area level or site level depending upon the type and level of enforcement required and regulatory approach. The prescriptive approach worked well in the past when the level of sophistication of the use of the code was relatively small and when construction technology and social needs were changing very slowly. However, these are being combined with or replaced by performance-based regulations in different countries. Performance-based regulations require certain performance criteria to be met such as the overall strength of the structure, the level of insulation, energy efficiency, etc. (Gann et al., 1998) .
Many issues of built environment in urban settlements are the consequence of prevailing building regulations in that settlement. These building regulations have been copied and adopted from one place to another across the country; and have an enormous impact on functioning, character, quality, safety and image of a settlement (Joseph, 2004) . The scenario is worse in developing countries as, less than half of the urban population in developing countries can afford to build according to the prevailing standards (Yahya et al., 2001) , this highlighting the need to reform/change the existing regulations/standards in developing countries like India.
Building regulations in India
Indian municipal legislation drew the spirit and content from the British municipal legislation that gave powers to local authority to formulate regulations and to exercise control over their adherence (ASCI, 2011) . In the present context, the central government prepares guidelines, model laws and building codes, which act as suggestive documents to facilitate or guide the formulation of legislation in different states related to development. Various state governments are responsible for legislation related to development including building regulations. The power to formulate building regulations is delegated to local governing bodies like municipalities, development authorities and town planning departments by respective legislative bodies of states. These urban local governing bodies formulate building regulations for areas/zones within their jurisdiction, as per provisions specified in municipal legislations/ acts of local government or development authority or the municipal acts of state governments. It is facilitated by the rules made under standard municipal law/act for the State, which also covers those urban areas that do not have separate building bye-laws (ASCI, 2011) .
Development pattern and urban form of the cities/towns in India is regulated through prescriptive building regulations, which are robust and rigid (Sridhar, 2010) , but are poorly enforced and monitored. The impacts of these building regulations are clearly reflected in the natural environment, type and pattern of development, urban infrastructure-its spatial allocation and distribution, urban built form and streetscape and overall townscape (Singh, 2010; Kumar, 2015) .
Building regulations enforce in different towns and cities in India are mostly inspired from National Building Code, various IS Codes, Model Building Byelaws (prepared by Town and Country Planning Organisation, Government of India), and Delhi Master Plan(s). As per Indo-USAID FIRE (D) Project (2005) , Building regulations enforced in Delhi have many inherent issues like, rigidity and uniformity. Similar issues are reflected in building regulations of other towns, where building regulations have been framed on the basis of building regulations of Delhi irrespective of their peculiar geo-environmental, social, cultural and infrastructural characteristics (Kumar and Pushplata, 2013) . Along with these, other issues of building regulations of Delhi are the cumbersome administrative framework, unclear jurisdictions of enforcement agencies and barely responsible professionals for ensuring compliance.
The similar type of issues and problems are reflected in the building regulations of all Indian towns/cities which result in inappropriate development in Indian cities. The effects of inappropriate development and inadequate building regulations are more pronounced in environmentally sensitive and seismically vulnerable hill towns such as Shimla, which require an immediate attention/consideration so that various ill impacts of existing development can be reduced/minimized.
Shimla-the study context
The hill town of Shimla-the capital of the state of Himachal Pradesh and the former summer capital of India during British period is one of the largest hill towns in India. The hill town is located at an elevation of 2130 m above mean sea level on the ridge, and it is one of the best and the unique example of colonial hill architecture and townscape in India. The population of Shimla urban agglomeration in 2011 is 171817, which is also expected to increase at a high rate in next few decades (TCPO, 2011) . Shimla, being the famous tourist destination in North India has the massive influx of local, national and international tourists. The tourist population in Shimla was 11 67085 in 2001 and it is expected to 3204760 persons in 2021 (JNNURM, 2006) . This picturesque hill town has been experiencing tremendous pressure for development from last few decades which has changed the developmental and visual character. Moreover, due to constraints of topography, slope morphology and other geo-environmental factors, it is not feasible to construct new buildings in all areas or sites. The land divisions or plots available for development are irregular in shape, which further reduce the land available for urbanization in the town and intensifies the pressure of development on suitable sites or areas. As a consequence of these issues, there is a shift from the low-rise development to the mid-rise high-density development in the town. But, the current building regulations do not have any provisions to regulate mid-rise buildings, which leads to numerous issues related to crucial aspects of mid-rise buildings such as site selection and location, layout, design and materials, safety, services and visual suitability (Pushplata and Kumar, 2012) . Presently Shimla is facing problems of congestion, water scarcity, landslides, pollution of lakes and streams, destruction of scenic beauty and visual blight, which are the outcome of rapid urbanization in and around hill towns (Sekar and Thirumeni, 2002) . It has transformed into concrete jungles characterized with depleting forest/-greenery, unchecked construction, barren hills covered with buildings, narrow and accident-prone roads, encroachments on roads and public area (Marwaha, 2003) .
There are very few attempts made by the local governing bodies and state urban development departments to guide and regulate new development in Shimla. It is evident from the fact that even after 70 years of independence, this famous hill town does have any master plan to guide and regulate new/future development. Though, an Interim Development Plan (IDP) of Shimla planning area was notified in 1979, which envisioned various plan proposals and building regulations for the year 2001. But during this period, 37 amendments were also made in the enforced building regulations. There is no notified development plan for Shimla after 2001. But, a lot of development has taken place to fulfill the needs of permanent as well as tourist population (Kumar and Pushplata, 2015a) . New construction/building built according to existing building regulations, do not contribute to the sustainability and leads to environmental degradation. Moreover, existing regulations applicable at the town level i.e., same rule applicable for particular use without any respect to topographical and geographical location, slope angle and direction, hazard vulnerability, existing infrastructure and inadequate setback conditions, result in inappropriate development/-growth pattern and form (Kumar and Pushplata, 2015b ) (Kumar and Pushplata, 2015c ).
Issues of existing building regulations in Shimla
There are very few attempts made by the local governing bodies to understand the impact of prevailing development pattern and building regulation on hill towns. Also, there are very few reforms/changes made in the building regulations. Various problems related to prevailing building regulations in Shimla are:
(i) The prevailing building regulations of Shimla are mostly inspired from National Building Code and Delhi Master Plan(s) and the geoenvironmental and socio-developmental context of Delhi is different to a great extent from that of Shimla. As a result, the existing building regulations of Shimla are not appropriate to the geoenvironmental context and leads to inappropriate development (Kumar and Pushplata, 2013) . (ii) Bye-laws/regulations are uniformly applicable throughout the city, irrespective of the peculiar needs of various zones or localities due to different intrinsic characteristics of the various pockets of land/area, and consequently differences in the suitability of landuse and development patterns (Kumar and Pushplata, 2015b) . (iii) Many difficulties and problems arise due to the building regulations being too rigid that have failed to take into account traditional and local building materials and continuously improving technologies of the construction industry, the requirement of maintain comfort conditions in buildings and building services.
(iv) The building regulations foresee compliance with different building, zoning and structural requirements through different procedures, which results in excess control, tedious permission procedures and high resource consumption in process, leading to delays and uncertainty. (v) Some of the provisions in existing building regulations are quite complex to understand even for an experienced technical person. (vi) Most of the standards prescribed in the bye-laws are often found to be obsolete and outdated as some of them were framed a couple of decades ago. (vii) Some provisions in existing building regulations have ambiguous formulation and implementation, which hinders the necessary compliance of these rules.
The existing building regulations have enormous impacts on various aspects of urban environment such as natural environment, development pattern, existing buildings, transportation network and system, open spaces and social infrastructure, and townscape (Kumar, 2015) .
Along with the above-listed issues and problems of existing building regulations, there are serious concerns related to efficient compliance of existing building regulations i.e. it is not possible to fulfill all building regulations for different plot proportions. Since, plot sizes for various types of buildings (detached, semi-detached and row) are mostly similar throughout the country without considering the plot proportions, which may result in ineffective compliance of existing building regulations. A study is conducted with building regulations of Shimla to have a better understanding of this issue.
Effects of plot proportions on compliance of building regulations
Residential the most prominent landuse in Shimla, as it occupies 61% of the land area in existing landuse plan of Shimla Planning Area. The share of the residential landuse is further going to be increased to 68% of total land areas by 2021, as specified in the development plan for Shimla Planning Area 2021. Detached, Semidetached and row housing are the prominent typologies of the residential building.
Plot sizes are decided for a particular type of building and use in a city without considering the context of its applicability, and other regulations are formulated and applicable on these plot sizes. Plot proportions (front to depth ratio) are often not included in rules, which result in noncompliance with some legislated regulations. Therefore, to have the efficient fulfillment of different regulations on all plots, it is essential to understand the impact of plot proportions on different building regulations.
To analyze the possible effects of plot proportions on different building regulations, plots of 100, 130, 160, 260, 360 and 460 sq m. area are considered in Shimla. The actual ground coverage which can be achieved after satisfying the enforced setback conditions is calculated for the abovementioned plot sizes having different plot proportions (front to depth ratio), such as 1:1, 1:1.5, 1:2, 1:2.5, 1.5:1, 2:1 and 2.5:1. Ground coverage of these plots is calculated from building regulations enforced till December 2010 in Shimla (Table 1 ) The estimated ground coverage for different plot proportions and sizes after satisfying existing building regulations are shown in Table 2 and represented in Fig. 1 . Various observations drawn from this study are as follows:
(i) For row housing plots (100 sq m.), full ground coverage cannot be achieved for any proportions of the plot. However, maximum permissible F.A.R can be achieved in plots of different sizes, but in the case of plots proportions with front more than depth neither of ground coverage nor F.A.R can be achieved with existing setback regulations. (ii) In the case of Semi-detached plots (130 sq m.), permissible ground coverage cannot be achieved in any plot proportion. However, permitted F.A.R can be achieved for plots having front lesser than depth (front < depth) whereas, it cannot be achieved in plots having front larger than depth (front > depth). (iii) In the case of 160 sq m. plot for detached buildings, as per regulations, ground coverage is 50% but after the fulfilling prescribed setback conditions maximum ground coverage available on the plot for development is 41% (in 1:1.5 front to depth ratio plot). Moreover, after considering the number of storey and height regulation, plots having the front to depth ratio as 1:2, 1.5:1 and 2:1 cannot achieve maximum permissible F.A.R with present setbacks. (iv) In the case of 260 sq m. plots, due to increase in setback conditions, the area left after satisfying setbacks is less than 40% for all plot proportions; therefore, it is not possible for any plot proportions to utilize F.A. R completely. it leads to wastage of precious buildable area on highly priced urban land. (v) Similarly, for 360 sq m. plots, F.A.R cannot be fully used for plots having front to depth ratio of 1:2.5, 2:1 and 2.5:1.
In 2011, the building regulations of Shimla were modified (Table 3) , and many regulations like ground coverage, the number of storey have been not specified in these new regulations.
A study is conducted to calculating actual ground coverage, which can be achieved after satisfying setback regulations and from this calculated ground coverage and F.A.R regulation, the number of storey are identified. Ground coverage and Number of storey are calculated for row, semi-detached and detached buildings on plot of 200 sq m, 300 sq m and 400 sq m area for plot proportions (front to depth ratio) of 1:1, 1:1.5, 1:2, 1:2.5, 1:3, 1.5:1, 2:1, 2.5:1 and 3:1. The calculated ground coverage after fulfilling setbacks along with the actual number of storey are shown in Table 4 and represented in Fig. 2 . Various observations made from the study are as follows:
(i) Ground coverage calculated from building regulations is much higher than prescribed in previous building regulations or present in building regulations of other hill towns, which results in buildings with larger footprints in Shimla and lesser open space around buildings for landscaping and plantation. (ii) In the case of plots for row housing, plot configurations having front smaller than depth (Front < -Depth), the calculated ground coverage appears to be increased with the decrease in front to depth ratio of different plots. It is also true for plots having front longer than the depth (front > depth). (iii) For semi-detached buildings, plots having front to depth ratio as 1:2 have maximum ground coverage and other proportions have lesser ground coverage in case of (Front < Depth) plots. Whereas, for plot (front > depth), similar to row buildings the percentage of ground coverage appear to be increased with the decrease in front to depth ratio. (iv) In the case of detached buildings, square plots seem to have maximum ground coverage and the percentage of ground coverage appear to be decreased, when there is decrease or increase in front to depth ratio from 1:1. (v) In response to existing setbacks, and F.A.R regulations, the calculated number of storey for different plot sizes and proportions seem not to be the absolute number; it varies for all plot sizes and also changes for the different front to depth ratio. As the calculated number of storey are not absolute it's hard to stop resident/owner to construct more than total built up area as per F.A.R regulations unless there are active enforcement and regular monitoring.
Impact of building regulation on other regulations
As different regulations are enforced to regulate development on a plot, these regulations need to be interrelated to each other and change in one regulation (i.e. increase/ decrease) shall have the impact on other regulations enforced for development. An attempt is made to understand the impact of the change in setbacks, change in ground coverage, change in building height, and change in F.A.R on other building regulations.
Change in setbacks
If the number of storey regulation is fixed, the increase in setbacks will result in decrease in F.A.R and ground coverage. Therefore, setback regulations have a reverse impact on the actual ground coverage and total F.A.R and this relation between setbacks and ground coverage (with fixed number of storey) can be represented as:
Setbacks / 1 Ground coverage; F:A:R
Change in ground coverage
With fixed F.A.R, increase in ground coverage will result in decrease in set back and number of storey (floors) and vice versa. Also, if number of floor regulation is fixed, increase in ground coverage will result in increase in F.A.R. the resultant relationship between these regulations is shown below: Ground Coverage / F:A:R setbacks; building height; number of storey 
Change in building height
For a fixed F.A.R, change (increase) in building height will result in increase in building setbacks, decrease in ground coverage.
If F.A.R is not fixed than increase in building regulations will also result in increase in F.A.R. the relation observed between height of buildings and other regulations is as follows:
Height of Building / F:A:R; Setbacks Ground Coverage
Change in floor area ratio (F.A.R)
F.A.R is the main regulation which controls the development on a plot/site. With increase in F.A.R, total built up area which can be developed on a plot is increased; as a result (if number of storey regulation is fixed) there is an increase in ground coverage, decrease in setback conditions.
If number of storey regulation is not fixed, there is an increase in number of storey with or without increase in ground coverage and/or with or without increase in setback conditions. In present practice related to building regulations of Indian hill towns the relationship between F.A. R and other regulations is shown below:
Number of storey; Ground Coverage setbacks i.e. in practice, with the increase of F.A.R the number of storey and Ground coverage is increased with a decrease in setback regulations. From the above study, it is found that all building regulations, which are enforced to regulate and guide development in a hill town are interrelated to each other and any change in one regulation have impact/effect on other enforced building regulations.
Conclusions
Building regulations that are enforced in different countries/states/cities can be classified as, prescriptive building regulations and performance-based building regulations. The prescriptive regulations, being the oldest type, worked well in the past when the level of sophistication of the use of the code was relatively low and when construction technology and social needs were changing very slowly. These are being combined with or replaced by performancebased regulations in different countries.
Many issues of built environment in urban settlements of India are the consequence of prevailing building regulations. These building regulations have been borrowed from other cities and adopted from one place to another across the country; and have an enormous impact on functioning, character, quality, safety and image of a settlement. The existing building regulations are stiff and rigid but are poorly enforced and regulated. The adverse impacts of these building regulations are clearly reflected in the natural environment, type and pattern of development, urban infrastructure-its spatial allocation and distribution, urban built form and streetscape and overall townscape.
The issues of inappropriate development and inadequate building regulations are more pronounced in environmentally sensitive and seismically vulnerable hill towns such as Shimla-one of the best and unique example of colonial hill architecture and townscape in India. The picturesque hill slopes of Shimla have been covered with dense and visually unattractive concrete buildings and have numerous other problems. However, to regulate and guide development, different building regulations are enforced in Shimla, but the condition becomes worse than previous, thus highlighting the need to have contextually appropriate building regulations for Shimla.
It is essential to formulate new building regulations in accordance with the geo-environmental (geo-technical, ecological concerns and climatic factors), developmental (uses, locational context, existing development pattern and character, available infrastructure, performance and appearance) and technological context of hill towns. These regulations should be applicable at area/zone level in the hill towns. criteria which need to be considered prior to implementing of planning and building regulation for hilly areas are topography, slope stability, drainage and erosion, infrastructure, access, aesthetics, natural qualities, fire hazard, recreational values, and open space (Olshansky, 1998 ). For formulating new area level building regulations, the mixed approach of building regulations which includes prescriptive, form based, site-specific and performance-based regulations for the formulation of different building regulations need to be adopted. To formulate building regulations for Shimla, various crucial factors/criteria (natural and anthropogenic) need to be determined, which are essential for appropriate development in hill towns and can become the basis for new building regulations (Table 5) .
Building regulations for various use are formulated and enforced on the basis of the plot size. Plot sizes are decided for a particular type of building and use in a city without considering the context of its applicability, and other regulations are formulated and applicable on these plot sizes. Plot proportions (front to depth ratio) are often not included in regulations, which result in noncompliance with some legislated regulations. To understand the impact of plot proportions on the compliance of different building regulation a study is conducted and it is found from the study that it is not possible to fulfill all the building regulations for all width to depth proportions of plots. Plots having the front to depth ratio between 1:1 to 1:2 are identified for development work as these plot proportions have the maximum area available for development after fulfilling the setback conditions. It is also inferred that plots having the front to depth ratio between 1:1 to 1:2, have higher ground coverage after fulfilling setback conditions. This highlights the need for interventions by local governing authorities to rearrange irregular individually owned plots which generally follow natural topography to make them serviceable and conducive for development in all localities of Shimla. The proportions of newly serviceable plot should be decided with due consideration of efficient fulfillment of existing building regulations. 
